From Text to Knowledge?
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Nowadays, in spite of the increasing amount of information available in
electronic format, most of human knowledge is still only available in textual
format, from which it is not possible to directly consider automatic management
tasks. This makes practicable knowledge acquisition a highly interesting topic,
in particular in the case of technical and/or scientific documents with a highly
structured wording that could simplify their computational treatment. In this
context, we focus on semantical data extraction from text. The goal is to
generate a knowledge structure to develop question-answering facilities on
textual documents.
In order to favour understanding, we introduce the proposal from a botanic
corpus describing the West African flora. It is composed of about forty volumes
in French, organized as a sequence of sections, each one dedicated to one species
and following a systematic structural schema. So, for example, sections include a
descriptive part enumerating morphological aspects such as color, texture, size or
form. This implies the presence of nominal phrases, adjectives; and also adverbs
to express frequency and intensity, and named entities to denote dimensions.
A first phase consisting of performing such a translation has been applied
using an ocr platform and a complementary error correction technique [5],
although the description of this initial task is not of interest for the purposes of
this paper. The next step consists of capturing the structure of the text using a
combination of mark-up language, such as xml, and chunking tasks. The goal is
to establish the linguistic context the analyzer will work with in order to serve
as a guideline for the later knowledge acquisition process. Also, as a result, we
can browse the document.
We are now ready to introduce knowledge acquisition, by extracting and
later connecting terms in order to detect pertinent relations and eliminate nondeterministic interpretations. To deal with this, two principles are considered: the
distributional semantics model [4] establishing that words whose meaning is close
often appear in similar syntactic contexts; and the assumption that terms shared
by these contexts are usually nouns and adjectives [1]. [2] As a starting point,
we parse the text on the basis of the meta-grammar concept [2], providing both
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total and partial recognition including xml information. The parse takes the
form of a graph whose arcs represent relations of the type governor/governed,
which allows the vocabulary to be concentrated around pivot terms and even
makes it possible to establish similarity measures between these [3].
Term extraction is organized around the recognition of generic lexical and/or
syntactic patterns from these pivot terms. We profit from this topological
information to apply automatic learning techniques in order to locate those
dependencies that are more frequent and less ambiguous, focusing the meaning
of the text on what we baptize as strong dependencies. These dependencies
constitute the semantical skeleton of the text, from which we look for more
concrete properties involving pivot terms. In this sense, linguistic marking
information allows primary conceptual adquisition from text. So, we can consider
coordination schema such as “X et X” (‘‘X and Y’’), interval definitions of the
type “de X à Y” (‘‘from X to Y’’); or more explicit physical information such
as “en forme de X” (‘‘in form of X’’) or “de couleur X” (‘‘of color X’’).
The result serves to take out simple concepts such as the value for color, form
or domain attributes; or detect enumerations that can propagate some of these
values.
We now infer a number of semantic tags that we use for text indexing, as in
the case of “des sépales [organe] ovales-aigus [forme], glabres [texture] ou
éparsement hérissés [texture]” (‘‘Sepals [organ] oval-pointed [form],
smooth [texture] or scattered bristly [texture]’’). Also, once basic
syntagms and properties have emerged from the text, we focus on more
sophisticated patterns connecting them in order to derive more complex
semantical relations. Such is the case of “SN à SN” (‘‘NS with NS’’) in “Fleurs
à pétales ovales” (‘‘Flowers with oval petals’’); from which we can derive
an hypernymy relation.
At this point, we have at our disposal a preliminary tool-kit to deal with
the automatic generation of ontologies. The identification of semantic classes is
approached from the detection of similar syntactic contexts around pivot terms.
From here, existing relations between those semantic classes are approached from
the lexical and/or syntactic patterns connecting them.
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